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ABSTRACT 
"The concept of landscape design begins with emerging and developing 
societies based on agricultural productivity and a symbolic approach to the 
universe." 1 
"The design principles and urban environments were created and reflected 
both the relationship of society and political impacts". 2 
A Sri Lankan civilization flourishing for more than two thousand five 
hundred years has made many out standing contributions to art, landscape 
architecture and technology. 
In ancient city planning and urban landscape design of Sri Lanka it is 
possible to identify planning principles and concepts which integrate manmade 
and natural elements. The Archaeological remains of different periods in its 
history reflect these Sri Lankan concepts and principles of landscape design. 
When selecting a site for a city, in addition to being a strategic point for 
protection and safety its topography, aesthetics and availability were also 
carefully considered. The fortified garden city of Sigiriya is considered as a 
classic example of identifying landscape design concepts with Sri Lankan 
traditions of hydraulic engineering. 
A description of Sigiriya's landscape design concept has been appropriately 
summarized in verse by a contemporary poet. 
"When Sigiriya on its base and crest, 
Bore noble works of man 
And clinging to its scraped breast 
The guarded galleries r a n " 3 
Built on the summit and surrounding slopes of the Sigiriya rock, this fortress city 
is an accepted master piece of ancient landscape architecture, construction 
technology and hydrology. 
This dissertation attempts to focus on selected aspects of the Sri Lankan 
uses of water in landscape design, based on the development of hydraulic 
technology, during the Anuradapura period, and as applied at Sigiriya. 
The first chapter summarizes the historical background of Sigiriya. The 
development of Sri Lankan hydraulic technology and water uses in Anuradapura 
period is outlined in the second chapter. The design concept, principles and 
water uses of landscape are detailed in the third chapter. Hydraulic details within 
and around the Sigiriya citadel are dealt with in the fourth chapter. The fifth 
chapter ends the dissertation with a concluding discussion and suggestions. 
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INTRODUCTION 
"Sri lanka is an Island well known as a paradise because of its evergreen beauty 
with its water source enchanting mountains and variation found in climate. 
Geographical situation of the island is the main generative force for the climate 
variation."1 
The land area of Sri Lanka covers about 6.56 million hectares of which 1.8 
percent includes inland waters. Hence ancient civilization was mainly settled by a 
water- based society. As given in the legendary story of its settlement the island 
was inhabited by four original tribes, the Yakka, the Raksa, the Naga and the 
Deva. These early people gradually developed systems of sedentary agriculture. 
"The science relating to the flow of water and gravity flow irrigation 
gradually developed with the cultivation of the soil. Rain water was collected in 
water storage tanks and it irrigated their fields during the dry period of the year. It 
is believed that at the arrival of Vijaya. (A prince from north India in the 6 t h 
century BC) small scale irrigated hydraulics systems were already in operation'^ 
"The settlement process, the manmade environment and the 
landscape were dominated by the wewa or a large storage tank and the 
paddy fields. The organization of small tanks into a linear cascading 
sequence within micro-catchments, allowed greater efficiency in the use of 
water. " 
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Water is the blood of the body of Sri Lankan society. The spatiality of water of Sri 
Lankan society can be summarized by poems. 
Wisdom of water, voyages in samsara 
Hemmed by suffering, thirsting for knowledge 
Seek refuge in you. 
Sturdy rural farmer, with the new born baby 
In thanks giving faith, pour milk and jasmine water. 
Breeze moistened by ripples, of Tissa wewa.whispering 
Prayer rustles the emeralled leaves, shimmering in golden 
Osunrays 
Like myriad fans to calm, the body and mind of votaries. 1 1 
G.H.A. Suraweera. 
Water is used subtly in the fields of art and landscape to enhance esthetic 
qualities of the environment. With the qualities of water expressed by the 
techniques of irrigation and water management. The ancient Sinhalese 
engineers & architects, practiced their skills on behalf of their society, and as its 
power grew so did their boldness & willingness to experiment. 
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Background reference 
A commentary on the hydraulics of Sigiriya becomes more meaningful when the 
subject is prefaced with an appreciation of the prevailing state of the art of 
hydraulic engineering, during the period of its construction and of the agricultural 
knowledge of the past that catalyzed and influenced the development of this 
technology. 
This heritage imparted a tradition of water conservation by means of 
effective resource management and an attitude that could best be expressed 
through the famous dictum ascribed in the Chulavamsa to king Parakramabahu 
the Great (AD 1153-1186). 
"Truly in such country not even a little water that comes from the rain must 
flow in to the ocean without being made useful to man...." 2 
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Other monarchs of this land were probably less articulate, yet the same 
philosophy of water conservation was practiced by them and passed on, from 
very early times. 
R.L Brohier in a commentary on the ancient Irrigation works in Ceylon 
describes the ancient agricultural picture, as follows. 
"...Should choice or compelling circumstances take you to the low-
country dry zone in the North of Ceylon you will find for miles around, striking 
evidence extent of paddy cultivation and the colossal nature of the system of 
artificial irrigation " 3 
The Chulawamsa chronicle presents this same picture in statistical 
terms. It credits the Paracramabahu period with the construction of 534 water 
canals and the restoration of 3300irrigation works, cleady suggesting the scale 
and magnitude of the ancient irrigation system 
John Still, in the book, Jungle Tides, provides a simple description 
of the overall ancient irrigation design concept. 
"...Below each great tank and canal was hundreds of little tanks, 
each the nucleus of a village: all in the long run fed from the wet mountain zone 
...."1 
The arid plains of the country were thus undoubtedly transformed by 
this system of irrigation in to fertile fields, resulting in economic stability. There 
fore the water resource became the most treasured commodity of early Sri 
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Lankan civilization, a fact vividly apparent in the familiar Dathusena legend, 
documented by the Chulavamsa Chronicle. The record describes the incident 
that occurred when the Prince Kasyapa confronted King Dathusena with a 
demand for the treasures of the state. Faced with an ultimatum of death, the 
Monarch could truthfully show nothing more than the Kalawewa reservoir as the 
entire wealth of his prosperous kingdom. 
Royal patronage and state encouragement fostered the 
development of the Science of irrigation engineering in the country. By the time 
of the development of Sigiriya in the 5 t h century A.D. hydraulic engineering had 
developed the practice of diverting perennial water ways in to excavated anicuts 
that led the water into massive impounding reservoirs. A unique technology in 
ancient irrigation had thus been perfected. Henry Parker's writing on the eariiest 
irrigation works in this country clearly reveals his admiration for the engineering 
logic and the technical skill that produced the ancient irrigation schemes. A 
common feature noted in all these great hydraulic works was the application of 
appropriate technology to suit individual situations. The analytical approach to 
design may be considered as the ultimate sophistication that reflects the true 
level of advancement in the field of ancient hydraulic engineering. 
Brohier has authoritatively concluded that none of the ancient 
irrigation schemes of the country would have a materialized, if not for the 
knowledge of the highly advanced system of land surveying. He comments that: 
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"Channels were traced miles upon miles on gradients that would call in to use 
the most precise instruments of the modem age" 1 
This statement was probably promoted by the observation that 
ancient channels had average a gradient of as little as 6 to 12 inches of fall within 
a mile. The fact becomes even more impressive when it is noted that the ancient 
Elehera channel extend a total length of fifty four miles from source of 
destination. The basis for such precise calculation is yet unknown. How ever the 
capability to conceive and construct channels of that nature is adequate proof of 
the advanced engineering skills of the period. 
The accuracy of this ancient hydraulic engineering science has been 
further demonstrated by a recent discovery. When work commenced on the 
Maduru oya irrigation project in 1984, and the proposed dam was set out at the 
site, its location was found to coincide with almost the exact position of a 
breached ancient irrigation scheme that straddled across the Maduru Oya. 
Modern engineers aided by advanced computers had unknowingly matched the 
engineering logic of their predecessor. 
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Archaeological specimens from this ancient dam site were carbon dated and 
analyzed to establish its antiquity. The result have dated the structure as 
belonging to the 4 t h century A.D, and assigned its construction to the time of king 
Datusena's reign. Assuming this time scale in history, the Sigiriya era which 
commenced immediately after Datusena's rule, must have there for inherited all 
of these technical advances. The engineering success of the ancient Maduru 
Oya irrigation scheme may well have been due to the designers of Sigiriya and 
their confidence to experiment with hydraulics in an unprecented manner. 
Centuries of practical application had perfected a hydraulic 
technology with excellent qualities of workmanship. This ancient product may be 
judged from the performance specification s described in the Chulavamsa. 
"In which the joints were scarcely to be seen very firm,queit,massive, 
like to a solid rock and provided with a complete coating of stucco"1 
The designers of Sigiriya showed themselves a match for the skill. 
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THE STUDY 
This study The use of water and hydraulics in the landscape design of 
Sigiriya is an attempt to focus attention on a few aspects of this ancient skills 
that operated the water system within and around the Sigiriya citadel. 
METHODOLOGY 
The methodology adopted to achieve the aforesaid purposes was the 
analysis of research material collected by various field surveys, historical 
documents, and contemporary researches. 
METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
The analysis was carried out with reference to these aspects. 
They are, 
1. Analysis of development of the hydraulic technology in the 
Anuradhapura period. 
2. Analysis of hydraulic technology in Sigiriya 
3. Technical analysis of major hydraulic devices channels, sluice, weirs, 
fountains, notches. 
PROBLEM ENCOUNTERED 
Information about ancient hydraulic technology in Sri Lanka is scanty. 
One of the major reasons for this deficiency is the lack of research in the fields of 
landscape and hydraulics. This deficiency was the major driving force which 
encouraged this study, but the same stood as the major problem when collecting 
the research materials. 
The most serious problem encountered during the field survey was difficulty in 
the identification of underground water lines often destroyed by the unskilled 
laborers, during the conservation period. 
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